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Abstract: 

In the last decade various proposals have been made to promote fruitful and efficient 

collaboration among small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in the form of virtual 

enterprises (VEs). VEs are opportunity driven temporary collaborations of 

heterogeneous enterprises and their success depends on seamless interoperability of 

knowledge and data sharing.  Ontology adoption or implementation is becoming an 

essential and successful tool for VE operation but commonly ontology mapping is also 

required to achieve interoperability. The current state of the art in ontology mapping 

indicates that mapping systems require a great deal of human intervention as the initial 

merging of the ontologies brings various types of conflicts and inconsistencies. The 

ontology mapping method proposed in this paper uses description logic (DL) based 

bridging axioms between the ontologies. Atomic concept level similarity has been taken 

as input to establish the complex concepts and roles level mapping. A manufacturing 

enterprise ontology and a marketing enterprise ontology are considered and their 

mapping has been demonstrated as an example of the proposed mapping process.         
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1. Introduction: 

 Today, enterprises are facing a rapidly changing business environment characterized 

by globalization, disruptive market conditions, fast technological transformations etc. In 

this scenario, business competition and survival have shifted from individual enterprise 

level considerations to value chain (collaborative level) challenges and networking, 

cooperation, outsourcing and customization must be examined as potential solutions 

for enterprise survival. Enterprises are focused on enhancing their competitive 

performance through efficient and effective linkage of both internal and external 
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operations. Moreover, to achieve the best results from their limited resources, SMEs 

commonly concentrate closely on their core competencies whilst outsourcing or 

collaborating with other enterprises for complementary capability, operation etc. This 

results in collaborating networks of enterprises which have been classified as Extended 

enterprises (EE) or Virtual enterprises (VE) (Jagdev and Thoben 2001), which exist 

purely for the duration of the collaboration (Martinez et al. 2001).       

  A VE, which is a temporary network of enterprises, is created for the realization of a 

business opportunity and is dissolved after achieving that business opportunity. It is 

commonly argued that participating in VEs is a key aspect for surviving in the 

competitive business environment. In a VE, enterprises need to communicate, cooperate, 

collaborate and interoperate with other member enterprises situated locally or globally. 

Thus, the essential requirements for effective and efficient collaboration among 

enterprises are agility and interoperability (Chen et. al. 2008). Information and 

communication technology (ICT) enables enterprises to transfer data and information 

at a technical level, but does not provide interoperability at the semantic level.   

 VEs need to address many issues related to interoperability, including the most 

important issue of semantic interoperability. Semantic interoperability ensures that the 

intention and meaning of information transferred between the enterprises will be 

understood correctly. In order to achieve semantic interoperability enterprises may use 

ontology based information, data and knowledge acquisition and transfer (see Gruber 

1995 for a definition of ontology). Enterprises will develop their ontologies based on 

individual requirements (manufacturing, logistics etc.) and may use different 

terminologies for the concepts. This has led to another kind of heterogeneity, semantic 

heterogeneity, which still remains a key issue for VE interoperability.  

 The use of ontologies facilitates the representation of shared concepts in a domain or 

across domains by specifying a set of terms to ensure proper communication between 

the enterprises. Ontologies explicitly represent the data along with their semantics to 

facilitate correct information transfer; however, it is still very difficult as yet to develop 

a single, universally accepted, ontology, defining the whole universal system (Pollalis 

and Dimitriou, 2008). At present, different organizations are developing their own 

ontologies, in most cases independently, to describe the same, different or overlapping 



domains. In order to achieve proper semantic interoperability, ontologies need to be 

synchronized through ontology mapping and matching. Ontology mapping finds the 

correlation between entities (concept, relation, individuals) among the different 

enterprises. In literature, various approaches have been reported for ontology mapping 

(sometimes referred to as alignment) (Chungoora and Young 2008) ranging from 

manual (Hu et. al. 2008) to semi-automatic (Chen et al. 2011).  This has generated 

different forms of heterogeneity among the ontologies known as lexical heterogeneity 

(same concept defined by different terms or the same terms being used to define 

different concepts), structural heterogeneity (difference in degree of details or 

granularity) etc.  Various heterogeneities have been reported in ontology mapping 

(Wang and Liu, 2009) and the reported types of mismatches are as follow:  

    Conflicts in ontology mapping:  

1. Synonymy conflicts: Same concepts defined by different terms. 

2. Polysemy conflicts:  Different terms defined by the same term. 

3. Subclass conflicts:  Occur when the same class in different ontologies is divided 

into different subclass concepts (i.e. difference in the granularity).  

4. Class-Role conflicts: Occurs when a class in one ontology is described by a role or 

properties in another ontology. 

5. Class Coverage conflicts:   Occurs when a class defines the same concept in two 

ontologies but one class covers a broader domain than the other. 

6. Role conflicts:  Occurs when the same class in different ontologies is described by 

different properties (roles). 

7. Role Attribute conflicts:  Occurs when a class and its role are the same in two 

ontologies but their value types (attributes) differ.   

The mismatches in the ontology mapping are due to assigning simple correspondence 

between entities which creates an erroneous or inconsistent mapping (Dou and 

McDermott, 2006). Figure 1 shows an example in which two different ontologies have 

been mapped, assuming consistent ontologies, simple similarity measures between 

them will provide the following correspondence: 

     O1: Operation→O2: Operation …………………………. (i), 

     O1: Transportation →O2: Transportation …………..(ii).  



Using the sub-concept relationship in the ontology O1, the following can be established: 

     O1: Transportation →  O1: Operation ……………………..(iii)   

    Using equations (i), (ii) and (iii), following can be inferred:   

   O2: Transportation →  O2: Operation, but this is incorrect as they are disjoint concepts.  

Hence, according to the mapping, Transportation can be inferred as a sub-concept of the 

Operation in O2, therefore a logical inconsistency has occurred and therefore the 

mapping becomes erroneous. Such inconsistencies in mapping not only exist at the 

concept level but also at the role level.  Differences may also exist at the level of 

granularity, which can be demonstrated by considering further detail of a product 

specification in two ontologies. This for example might be given as: O1: hasBore(x,y) 

and O2: hasDiameter(x,y), which means product x has bore (or diameter) y.  Translating 

or mapping the role from O1 to O2 gives hasBore(x,y)  → hasDiameter(x,y). This 

mapping is consistent but referring back to O1 from O2, hasDiameter(x,y) → 

hasBore(x,y) may be inconsistent because anything having a diameter does not 

necessarily imply having a bore.   

<< Insert Figure 1 about here >> 

  As shown in the above examples, the simple correspondence between the terms of two 

ontologies commonly causes inference problems. This can be explained as: assuming P, 

Q are two terms in two ontologies, with simple correspondence P Q→  then   {KB, P, 

P Q→ }⊢   Q i.e. Q can be inferred, but  {KB, P, P Q→ }⊬ P Q¬ →¬ , i.e. {KB, P, 

P Q→ }⊬ Q P→  .In general terms the fact that the Q can be inferred from P does not 

automatically mean that P can be inferred from Q and trying to infer this causes the 

error in the ontology mapping as described earlier. Such heterogeneity in the ontology 

mapping is caused by considering the correspondence but not analysing their 

relationship, such as more general ( ⊇ ), less general (⊆ ), equivalence ( ≡ ), disjoint (⊥ ), 

overlapping (∩ ) or union of other entities (e1∪e2∪……). Defining such relationships 

in the mapping can prevent incorrect inference, For example if the mapping finds a 

correspondence such as P Q⊆ , this gives the KB two  axioms: P Q→  and P Q¬ →¬

(not P does not imply not Q ),  for example hasBore(x,y)  ⊆  hasDiameter(x,y) mapping 

with defining relationship will not infer hasDiameter(x,y) → hasBore(x,y)  whereas 



considering only the correspondence between the terms will produce the  wrong 

inference. 

 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: a literature review has been presented in 

the next section. Section 3 introduces the concept of description logic (DL).  Logical 

derivation of bridging axioms between the ontologies is explained in section 4. The 

implementation method, with an example, is presented in section 5.  This paper 

concludes in the section 6 with a discussion of future research areas.   

 2. Ontology Mapping related works: 

Considerable effort has been put into ontology mapping research in order to provide 

interoperability and resolve conflicts (as described in the previous section). A 

comprehensive review of current approaches in ontology mapping has been provided 

by Euzenat and Shvaiko (2007).  Initial work on ontology mapping was focused mainly 

on the string distance and overall nomenclature of the ontologies.  This approach 

commonly leads to synonymy and polysemy conflicts as cross domain ontologies or 

even similar domain ontologies often use different taxonomies. Ontology mapping 

systems, such as FCA-merge (Stumme and Madche, 2001) and T- Tree (Euzenat, 1994) 

tried to resolve this issue and explore the subclass- superclass relationships along with 

lexical similarity for ontology mapping. Various other approaches have also been 

applied in ontology mapping and alignment as shown in Table 1. 

<< Insert Table 1 about here >> 

 Nowadays, especially in the VE paradigm, enterprises can use OWL (web ontology 

language) as a prominent tool for storing, using and transferring data and knowledge 

through the web. OWL is based on the Description logic (DL), a fragment of first order 

logic (FOL).   CtxMatch (Bouquet et al., 2006) and S-Match (Giunchiglia, 2004) tried to 

determine semantic matching with inconsistency deduction using the Description Logic 

(DL) axioms. In these approaches inconsistencies were detected using the 

unsatisfiability of the equivalence and sumsumption relation but still simple correlation 

between the terms may cause the heterogeneity even in the DL based ontology mapping 

(Dou and McDermott , 2006).  



 Current literature indicates that there is a spectrum of these methods that rely on 

lexical similarity matching, which from a semantic interoperability viewpoint is not 

optimal. Moreover, where VEs are relying on the web for knowledge and data transfer, 

it becomes imperative to consider ontology mapping in the DL paradigm. This is 

because the web ontology OWL, is based on DL, hence concepts defined in different 

ontologies using OWL need to be brought under a single umbrella to achieve 

interoperability. The next section describes DL and the procedure adopted in this paper 

to achieve interoperability. 

3.  Description Logic: 

 Description logic (DL), a decidable fragment of first order logic (FOL), is the backbone 

of OWL. OWL was proposed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in order to 

develop the semantic web (W3C, 2000). A DL knowledge base, KBase, contains the 

explicit and implicit information about the ontology and is composed by the 

Terminological box, TBox (T) and  Assertion box , ABox (A), which is  denoted as Kbase 

=  <T, A>. 

   The Tbox defines the terminology i.e. the vocabulary of the domain, while the ABox 

contains the assertions about the individuals based on the terminology. The KBase 

building elements are atomic concepts and roles, which are self-explanatory terms and 

cannot be derived using other concepts and roles. Complex concepts and roles are built 

using atomic concepts, roles and DL constructors. From atomic roles and concepts (A, P), 

complex concepts and roles (C, R) are built using DL constructors. 

 The concepts (C ) are formed from the atomic concepts using top concept (Τ ), bottom 

concept (⊥ ), negation (¬A ), union ( 1 2C C ), intersection ( 1 2C C ), existential 

quantifier ( .∃R C ), universal quantifier ( .∀R C ), cardinality restriction 

( . ,  .≥ ≤n nR C R C ) etc.  

Roles (R) are constructed from atomic roles ( P ), negation (¬R ), transitive ( +R ), 

inverse roles ( −R ) etc.  

  Concepts and roles, in DL are seen as unary and binary relations such as: C(x) and R(y, 

z). In this, x satisfies the concept C and y and z are in relation R.  



4.    Logical Derivation of Ontology Mapping and Bridging Axioms: 

 Ontology mapping (sometimes called translation) is a difficult task especially across 

domains as in the case of a VE. Every enterprise develops its own terminology and 

axioms relating the terminology. In this research, ontology mapping is obtained by first 

merging the ontologies together by taking the union of terms and axioms and whilst 

preserving their namespace.  Secondly bridging axioms are built between the terms in 

the two ontologies in order to build a global ontology which is then ready to merge with 

further ontologies. The reason for forming a global ontology lies in the fact that only n-1 

mappings are required for n ontologies whereas, nC2  mappings are required in the case 

of one to one mappings. Furthermore, any change in an ontology is easier to incorporate 

using a global ontology than one to one mapping.     

 The process of ontology mapping, proposed in this paper, has been depicted in the 

figure (2).  Although, great effort has been put into achieving fully automatic ontology 

mapping, human intervention is still needed for the final verification. In this research, 

the developed mapping technique takes a step closer towards automation by reducing 

human mediation. As shown in the figure (2), human input is required for defining the 

relationships between atomic concepts in two ontologies (TBox input) or providing 

individuals and their roles as ABox input. The rest of the mapping is then carried out, 

automatically. DL based reasoning has been used, which verifies and validates the 

mapping to form a valid global ontology. The next section describes the DL based logical 

derivation for ontology mapping.     

<<Insert Figure 2 about here >> 

 

4.1 Process description: 

 Ontology mapping through ontology merging and bridging axioms can be given by the 

following function: 1 2:{ , ....} { , }ijf O O GO BR→ . Where Oi denotes the merging 

ontologies, GO denotes the global ontology and BRij is the set of rules (Bridging rules or 

axioms) inter-relating the entities of Oi and Oj.  The bridging rule BRij w.r.t. Oi and Oj  is 

said to be consistent if  the following equation holds: 



{ ; ( )} ( )
ijGO i BR jKB O e O e  and  { ; ( )} ( )

jiGO j BR iKB O e O e  ,where ( )GO i i
i

KB T A= ∪  is the union of 

TBoxes and ABoxes of the merging ontologies. The above equation ensures that the 

mapping should be consistent locally, i.e. mapping from Oi to Oj using BRij should be 

consistent w.r.t. Oj.   

  In general, ontologies are described by concepts (unary relations) and their roles 

(binary relations between concepts) and therefore an ontology’s interpretation I

consists of the non-empty set I∆ , the domain of interpretation. Every interpretation of 

a concept C is a set  I IC ⊆ ∆  and every interpretation of role R is I I IR ⊆ ∆ ×∆ . Using 

the prefix i and j for respective ontologies, the derivations of bridging axioms between 

ontologies are as follows. 

1. Concept level:  At the concept level the bridging axiom BRij is the relation from 

iI∆ from jI∆ and is the subset of ji II∆ ×∆ . The process of identifying 

relationships between the concepts of two ontologies can be obtained by 

identifying relationships between the atomic concepts of two ontologies. Atomic 

concepts are used to build the complex concepts. Many researchers use the 

jargon base concept for atomic concepts and name concept or defined concepts 

for complex concepts. This paper uses the term atomic concepts and complex 

concepts. The process of bridging at atomic concept level can be achieved either 

manually or by expert’s interpretation i.e. manual entry of atomic concept 

relationships as bridging rules or by using the Abox queries as follows: 

 

a. Equivalence relation: Atomic concepts  A and B  in two ontologies are said to 

be equivalent if the following holds: 

      : :  iff  { , } , ( ) ( )i A j B x AGO BR x B x≡ ∀ ↔ �  with the bridging rule : :ijBR i A j B→ ≡  

b. Subsumption-Supersumption relation: Atomic concept A and B in two 

ontologies can be inferred as a Subsumption-Supersumption relation  if the 

following holds:  

      
: :  iff (i) , ( ) ( ) and  (ii){  , (, ) ( )} i A j B x A x B x y B y A yMO BR ⊆ ∀ → ∃ ∧¬ 

  
with the bridging rule : :ijBR i A j B→ ⊆  



c. Overlapping relation: Two atomic concepts A and B are in an overlapping 

relationship if the following holds: 

 ( ) iff { , } , ( ) ( )MO BR A B x A x B x∩ ∃ ∧  with the bridging rule : :ijBR i A j B→ ∩  

d. Disjoint relation: Two concepts are said to be in a disjoint relationship if the 

following holds: 

( )iff{  , } , ( ) ( )MO BR A B x A x B x⊥ ∀ ↔ ¬  with the bridging rule : :ijBR i A j B→ ≡ ¬  

 For complex concepts, which are built from atomic concepts and roles, bridging 

axioms can be determined by analysing the atomic concepts and roles 

relationships. To illustrate the method applied in this research, consider the 

complex concepts Ci and Cj  which are defined as: 

1 2.iC A P A= ∩    and    1 2.jC B R B= ∩  where the concepts and roles in the 

definition are atomic ones. Now the bridging axioms can be determined as: 

a. Equivalence relation: Concepts  Ci and Cj  as defined above, in two 

ontologies are said to be equivalent if the following holds: 

          1 2 1 2: :  iff  {( ) ( ) ( )}{ , } ≡ ≡ ∧ ≡ ∧ ≡i ji C j C A A B B PGO BR R   

b. Subsumption-Supersumption relation: Concept Ci and Cj in two ontologies 

can be inferred to be in a Subsumption-Supersumption relationship if the 

following holds: 

            

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

: :  iff (i){( ) ( ) ( )} or

                                            (ii){( ) ( ) ( )}or
                                            (iii){( ) ( ) ( )

{ ,

}o

}

r
 

⊆ ≡ ∧ ≡ ∧ ⊆

≡ ∧ ⊆ ∧ ≡
⊆ ∧ ≡ ∧ ≡

i ji C j C A A B B P R
A A B B P

MO B
R

A A B B P R

R  

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

1

                                           (iv) {( ) ( ) ( )}or
                                            (v) {( ) ( ) ( )}or
                                            (vi){(

⊆ ∧ ⊆ ∧ ≡
⊆ ∧ ≡ ∧ ⊆
≡

A A B B P R
A A B B P R
A A2 1 2

1 2 1 2

) ( ) ( )} or
                                            (vii){( ) ( ) ( )}

∧ ⊆ ∧ ⊆
⊆ ∧ ⊆ ∧ ⊆

B B P R
A A B B P R

  

 

c. Overlapping relation: Two concepts Ci and Cj are in an overlapping 

relationship if the following holds: 

1 1 2 2( ) iff {( ) ( ){ )}} (, i jC C A B A B RO B PM R ∩ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ .  

d. Disjoint relation: Two concepts Ci and Cj are said to be in disjoint relation 

if following holds: 

e. 1 1 2 2( )iff { , } {( ) ( ) ( )}i jM C C A B A RBR PO B⊥ ≡ ¬ ∨ ≡ ¬ ∨ ≡ ¬ . 



2. Role level:  The Role level mapping between two ontologies can be given by the 

bridging axioms BRij, which are relations in the subset of j ji i I II I∆ ×∆ ×∆ ×∆ . 

Bridging rules for this can be deduced using both TBox and Abox reasoning.  

TBox reasoning:  DL roles are defined by binary relations, showing the 

relationships between two concepts. Role R(x,y) defines the relationship R 

between entities x and y. Concept dC ,where dx C∈  is the domain concept while 

RC , where Ry C∈  is the range concept for role R. Using the concept level relation, 

role level bridging axioms can be deduced as: 

a. Equivalence relation: Roles P and R in two ontologies can be said to be 

equivalent if the following holds: 

{ , } PGO BR R≡  iff P R
D DC C≡  and P R

R RC C≡  with the bridging rule 

: :ijBR i P j R→ ≡  

b. Subsumption-Supersumption relation: Roles P and R in two ontologies can be 

inferred to be in a  Subsumption-Supersumption relation if  the following 

holds:      

 iff (i) {(C )  ( )}

                                (ii) {(C )  ( )} 

                                (iii) {(C ) ( )

{ , }

}  
                                

p R P R
D D R R

p R P R
D D R R

p R P R
D D R R

GO BR P R C C C
C C C
C C C

⊆ ≡ ∧ ⊆ ∨

⊆ ∧ ≡ ∨

⊆ ∧ ⊆



 

 

With the bridging axiom : :ijBR i P j R→ ⊆   

c.  Overlapping relation: Two roles P and R  are in an overlapping relationship if 

the following     holds: 

       ( ) iff {({ , )}} C ) (P R P R
D D R RP R CGO CB CR ∩ ∧ ∧ ∧ with the bridging axiom                          

   : :ijBR i P j R→ ∩ . 

d.   Disjoint relation: Two roles are said to be in a disjoint relationship if the 

following holds: 

      ( ) iff{ , }   {( ) ( )}P R P R
D D R RP R C CR CO CG B ⊥ ≡ ¬ ∨ ≡ ¬   

 

Abox reasoning: Using the instances of database Abox reasoning can be used to   

determine the bridging axioms between the roles of two ontologies. The process 

is as follows 



a. Equivalence relation: Roles P and R are said to be equivalent if the 

following holds: 

              iff {  ,  ( , ) ( ,} ), P R x y P xO RBR y yG x≡ ∀ ↔ �   

b. Subsumption-Supersumption relation: Roles P and R can be inferred 

Subsumption-Supersumption relationship if the following holds: 

             
 iff (i) , , ( , ) ( , ) and

                                 (ii)
{

 , , ( , ) ( )
, }

,
P R x y P x y R x y

x y R
GO R

x y P x y
B ⊆ ∀ →

∃ ∧¬
    

c. Overlapping relation: Two concepts A and B are in an overlapping 

relationship  if the following holds: 

           ( ) iff{ ,  ,  ( ,} ) ( , )P R x y P x yGO B R x yR ∩ ∃ ∧   

d. Disjoint relation: Two concepts are said to be in a disjoint relation if the 

following holds: 

           ( ) iff{ ,  ,  ( , ) (} , )P R x y P x yGO xB yR R⊥ ∀ ↔ ¬   

 

3. Concept vs. Role: In ontology development, it is possible that a concept in one 

ontology is described as a role in another ontology (Ghidini and  Serafini, 2006). 

Concept to role mapping between two ontologies is achieved by the bridging 

axiom BRij, finding a relation from iI∆  to j jI I∆ ×∆  a subset of j ji I II∆ ×∆ ×∆ .   

TBox Reasoning:  Assuming concepts Ci and Ci’ in an ontology i , if a notion of  Ci 

(as concept) and Rj (as role) in ontologies i and j are interrelated if:  

a. Equivalence relation: Concept Ci and Role Rj  are said to be equivalent if  the 

following holds: 

      ' iff  {({ , ) ( )}} R R
i D i RC R C CGO B C CR ≡ ≡ ∧ ≡ , where R

DC and R
RC  are domain and 

       range concepts of role Rj  and Ci’  is the related concept of domain in ontology     

       j  to ontology i.   

        

b. Subsumption-Supersumption relation: Concept Cj and Role Rj can be inferred 

to be in a Subsumption-Supersumption relationship if the following holds: 

     

'

'

'

 iff (i) {(C )  ( )}

                                 (ii) {(C )  ( )}

                                (iii) {(C )  

{ , }

( )}

j j

j j

j j

R R
i j i D i R

R R
i D i R

R R
i D i R

C R C C C

C C C

C

GO

C

B

C

R ⊆ ⊆ ∧ ⊆ ∨

⊆ ∧ ≡ ∨

⊆ ∧ ⊆



 
      



c. Overlapping relation: Concept Ci and role Rj are in an overlapping 

relationship if the following holds: 

      '( ) iff {( ) ( )}{ , } j jR R
i j i D i RC R C C C CMO BR ∩ ∧ ∧ ∧  

d. Disjoint relation: Concept Ci and Rj are said to be in a disjoint relationship if 

the following holds: 

     '( ) iff {( )}{ )} (, j jR R
i j i D i RC R C CG R C CO B ⊥ ≡ ¬ ∨ ≡ ¬   

 

Abox Reasoning: Using the instances from database, Abox reasoning can be used 

to   determine the bridging axioms between concepts and roles of two ontologies. 

The process is as follows:  

a. Equivalence relation: Concept Ci and Role Rj are said to be equivalent if 

the following holds: 

            ' iff  ,{ , }  ( ) ( ) ( , )j i i jA R x y C x C y RMO R yB x≡ ∀ ∧ ↔ � . 

b. Subsumption-Supersumption relation: Concept Ci and Rj can be inferred 

as a Subsumption-Supersumption relationship if the following holds: 

             
'

'

iff (i) , , ( ) ( ) ( , ) and

                                 (ii) 

{ , }

, , ( , ) { ( ( ) ( ))}
i J i i j

j i i

C R x y C x C y R x y
x

MO
y R x y C x C

R
y

B ⊆ ∀ ∧ →

∃ ∧ ¬ ∧


 

  Similar line of argument and equation can be built for { , } i JCMO BR R⊇ . 

c. Overlapping relation: Concepts Ci and Role Rj are in an overlapping 

relationship if the following holds: 

             '( ) iff ,  ( ) ( ) ,{ } ), (i j i i jM C R x y C x C yO BR R x y∩ ∃ ∧ ∧   

d. Disjoint relation: Two concepts are said to be in a disjoint relationship if 

the following holds: 

            '( ) iff ,  ( ) ( ) ({ , } , )i j i i jC R x yMO C x C y R x yBR ⊥ ∀ ∧ ↔ ¬   

  

   So far, this mapping approach has considered the one to one mapping between 

concepts, roles and concept-role. However, it is highly likely that a concept or role in 

one ontology is equivalent to  subclass – superclass of a combination of concepts and 

roles in another ontologies as different ontologies may use different levels of 

granularity for their definitions. Such relationship or bridging axioms can be 

determined by one to many (or inversely by many to one) mappings. These can be done 

between a concept in one ontology to its sub-concepts in another ontology or between a 



role in one ontology and its sub-roles in another ontology or a mixture of both.  The 

process of deducing bridging axioms or relationship is as follows: 

a.  Concept vs. concepts:  Suppose a concept A in one ontology has many 

subsumption relations with concepts B1,B2,B3,…Bn  in another ontology. The 

equivalence relations between them can be found by both Tbox and Abox 

reasoning. The process of Tbox reasoning is to analyse relation at an atomic level 

as mentioned in the concept level mapping section and this can be given by the 

following equation: (Assuming A ≡ A1 ⋃A2 ⋃…….⋃Am ) 

1 1 1( .......... ) iff , ,...........{ ,, }ij m m mA B B A B A BMO BR ≡ ∪ ≡ ≡  

 Through Abox reasoning the equivalence relation can be established by the 

following equation: 

           1 2 1 2( ...... ) iff ,{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ........... ( ), } m mA B B B x A x B xMO BR B x B x≡ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∀ ↔ ∨ ∨ ∨ . 

Similar lines of argument and equations (TBox and Abox) can be given for 

subsumption-supersumption and other relations as previously described.   

b. Role vs roles: If a role Pi in one ontology has many sub role properties 1 2, ,.........j jR R   

in another ontology. The equivalence relation between them can be deduced 

using Tbox and Abox reasoning as follows: 

TBox Reasoning: iff (i){(C )  ( ){ } },
k k
j jR Rk p P

i j D D R Rij
k i i

P R C C CGO BR ⊆ ≡ ∧ ≡    

Where, k
jR

DC and k
jR

RC are the domain and range of role k
jR , P

DC and R
DC are the range 

and domain of concepts of role Pi. 

Abox Reasoning: 

            1 2 1 2( ....... ) iff , ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) .......... ,{ } ), . (m mP R R R x yP xMO y R x y R x y R xB yR ≡ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∀ ↔ ∨ ∨ ∨  

Similar lines of argument and equations (TBox and Abox) can be given for 

subsumption-supersumption and other relation as previously described .  

 In this mapping approach, concepts and roles are compared at the atomic level which 

will resolve the ontology mapping conflicts described in the introduction section. 

Atomic level comparison between the concepts will resolve the subclass and class-

coverage conflicts as the atomic level relationships are validated using human 



mediation (TBox/Abox input). As for the class-role conflicts, role conflicts and role 

attribute conflicts, these can be resolved by comparison of the domain and range of 

roles at the atomic level (similar to class conflicts).Synonymy and polysemy conflicts, 

which occur due to linguistic characteristics, can be resolved by first using Wordnet (an 

API for finding the relationships between the words, http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ ) 

and then by comparing them at the atomic level. The next section describes the 

implementation method.   

  

5. Implementation Method and Example: 

 The process of implementation or deducing bridging axioms between ontologies is 

summarized in the figure (3). The first step starts with identifying concepts, roles (or 

properties) in ontologies using an ontology API (e.g. Jena) and providing them with 

different namespaces. The second step identifies the lexical similarity using Wordnet 

and the final step uses the DL reasoning (Abox and Tbox) to deduce the bridging axioms. 

In this process, a global ontology is formed by incorporating all the entities of all the 

ontologies for mapping and identifying all their possible relationships.  

<< Insert Figure 3 about here >> 

In addition to using Wordnet, the process of finding lexical similarities (i.e. Synonyms, 

hyponyms etc.) can be enhanced by providing user interfaces to help the user identify 

similar words for any concepts and roles. As mentioned in the previous section, Tbox 

reasoning can be used for concepts, and therefore their relationships, can be deduced if 

the relationships between atomic concepts of different ontologies can be provided by 

experts or users. Alternatively,  Abox reasoning  can be applied if the ontologies provide 

the same Abox assertions. 

In the final step, DL reasoner is used to find the relationships between the entities 

(concepts and roles) and to establish the bridging rules between the ontologies. The 

next section describes the Description Logic (DL) perspective of ontology mapping. 

 

 

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/


5.1 Example:  

To illustrate the whole process, two basic ontologies for manufacturing and marketing 

enterprises have been developed (figure 4) and mapped to assist collaboration between 

the enterprises. The ontologies were developed using Protégé and exported as owl files 

to access java APIs. The next step starts by using reasoners (Pellet and SPARQLDL Java 

API) to find the relationships. The relationships between atomic concepts such as 

EnterpriseA: Product = EnterpriseB: Product, were provided as a starting point for this 

research example. The remaining lexically similar entities were compared in the 

reasoner and the relationships obtained are as follows:  

<< Insert Figure 4 about here >> 

1. Class vs Class:  

As shown in the figure (5) . Concepts Repair and Replacement in ontology A are 

equivalent to concepts Rectify and Renewal respectively in ontology B (TBox 

input). The inference that A:Service ≡B: Service is as follows: 

: : :A Service A Repair A Replacement≡ ∪  …………………. (1.1)  

: : :B Service B Rectify B Renewal≡ ∪  ………………………(1.2) 

: :A Repair B Rectify≡  ………………………………………(1.3) 

          : :A Replacement B Renewal≡  ……………………………   (1.4) 

Using equation (1.2),(1.3) and (1.4) the equation (1.1) becomes 

: : :A Service B Rectify B Renewal≡ ∪  ………………………(1.5) 

From equation  (1.5), the inference, : :A Service B Service≡  can be established.                                                                                                           

<< Insert Figure 5 about here >> 

As shown in the figure (6), the concept Material_Property in ontology A does not have 

an equivalent concept in ontology B. However, subconcepts of Material_Property do 

have equivalence relations and the corresponding relations are established as follows: 

: _ : :A Material Property A Material A Strength≡ ∪ …………………… (1.6) 



: :A Materail B Material≡  ………………………………………………….. (1.7) 

: :A Strength B Strength≡ …………………………………..   (1.8) 

Using equation (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8), the infered correspondence is 

: _ : :A Material Property B Material B Strength≡ ∪      

<< Insert Figure 6 about here >>                        

 In many cases, as described in the previous section, hetrogenity occurs in the ontology 

mapping due to sub-class conflicts. As shown in the figure (7), the concept Dimension in 

ontology A   has six sub-concepts, where as in ontology B the concept Dimension has no 

sub concepts. Given in the TBox similarity as : 

: : : : : : :A Dimension A Bore A Breadth A Depth A Height A Length A Radius≡ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..(1.9) 

: :⊇A Dimension B Dimension  ……………………………………………………………..(1.10) 

The following is infered: 

: : : : : : :⊆ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪B Dimension A Bore A Breadth A Depth A Height A Length A Radius ..           

                                                                                                                                                          (1.11) 

<< Insert Figure 7 about here >> 

2. Property vs Property 

Implementation of the proposed methods, as described in the previous section, 

to find correspondence between properties or roles, checks the correspondence 

between the range and domain of roles. As shown in the figure (8), the 

correspondence between role hasDimension of ontology A and B is inferred as 

follows: 

: ( : ,    : : : :
                              : : )
A hasDimension A Product A Bore A Breadth A Depth A Height

A Length A Radius
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪

∪  
…

…………………………………………………….(2.1) 

Here the first part in the brackets states the domain and second part states the 

range of the role hasDimension   



Using the result (1.11), it can be rephrased as: 

: ( : , : )A hasDimension A Product A Dimension ……………….. (2.2) 

Similarly, 

: ( : , : )B hasDimension B Product B Dimension ……….(2.3)  

  it is clear that : :A Product B Product≡  and : :⊇A Dimension B Dimension . This 

gives the inference,   : :⊇A hasDimension B hasDimension .   

 

<< Insert Figure 8 about here >> 

  

3. Class vs Property 

As mentioned in the previous section, a concept in one ontology can be described 

as role in another ontology. In order to determine the correspondence between 

these two, analysis of concepts and range and domain of role must be examined. 

As shown in the figure (9), lexical similarity is obtained between 

Troubleshooting and hasTroubleshooting. Their correspondence is inferred as 

follows:    

  : ( : , : : )B hasTrobleshooting B Product B Failure B Malfunctioning∪ …………(3.1) 

: :A Product B Product≡  ………………………………………………………..(3.2) 

  : : :A TroubleShooting B Failure B Malfunctioning≡ ∪ ……………………….(3.3) 

Using equation (3.1),(3.2) and (3.3), the following is inferred: 

: ( : , : )B hasTroubleShooting A Product A Troubleshooting ……………………(3.4) 

Equation (3.1) and equation (3.4) correlates the correspondence according to 

the class-property similarity condition and the following can therefore be 

inferred: 

: :A Troubleshooting B hasTroubleshooting≡   

<< Insert Figure 9 about here>> 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Research: 

This paper presented a DL based axiom derivation methodology that exploits synonyms 

and axiomatic matching to find the correspondence between the two ontologies in the 



form of bridging axioms without changing the entities name and by forming a global 

ontology. This process will help to achieve interoperability between the ontologies of 

different enterprises forming a VE and will facilitate the sharing of data, information 

and knowledge with correct semantic and intention. The bridging axioms discussed in 

this paper will help to achieve the correct inference. As presented in the introduction 

section, the bridging axiom O1: hasBore ⊆ O2: hasDiameter will allow inference that 

hasBore → hasDiameter but will not allow the inference hasDiameter → hasBore. The 

concept level inconstancies as described in the introduction section could be avoided by 

the identification of the following axioms through the proposed methodology:  

1. O1:Operation ≡ (O2:Operation ∪O2:Transportation) 

2. O1:Operation ⊆ O2:Operation 

3. O1:Transportation ≡O2: Transportation 

From the above equation, equation (i) in the introduction section will change to: 

O2: Operation → O1: Operation and the wrong inference will be avoided.  Thus the 

method proposed in this paper will bring consistency in ontology mapping.  

 The complexity of this approach has not been considered in the current work, however 

future research includes the examination of complexity levels of this approach, 

consideration of more expressive DL languages and development of a query translation 

mechanism in the global ontology.  
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